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Slides and webinar recording will be posted online:
www.aacu.org/webinar/what-now
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Panel discussion
Microsoft Resources for Remote Learning

**Microsoft Teams University**

Guides, Videos, and Resources for Educators, Students, Researchers

Microsoft Teams for Education is free for all students and staff.

**On-line course specific to Higher Ed.**

Collaborate faster using Microsoft Teams for higher education staff

Free on-line course in Microsoft Educator Center
Estimated duration: 1 hour

**Microsoft Teams for Education**

Education-specific Webinars including “Online classes and Lectures with all your students”, and “Online meetings with student groups, or anyone with their email”

**Office Tips for Remote Learning**

Snack Videos on YouTube with tips for using MS Office in remote learning scenarios.

Duration: 2 Mins each

**Microsoft COVID-19 Response**
Thank you to our sponsor!
Thank You & Be Well!